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Abstract: Using the ERA-Interim total column ozone data, the spatial distributions of the long-term
mean of the global total ozone in summer are analyzed. The results demonstrate that there are three
midlatitude ozone “valleys” on earth—they are centered over the Tibetan Plateau (TIP), the Rocky
Mountains (ROM), and the Southwest Pacific (SWP), respectively. The interdecadal variations of the
three ozone valleys are positively modulated by the solar radiation, and the TIP ozone’s correlation
with the solar radiation gets maximized with a two-year lag. The interdecadal variation of the SWP
ozone valley has a significantly negative relationship with the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and
the South Pacific quadrupole (SPQ). Warm sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTAs) associated
with the SPQ strengthen the vertical ascending motion, which dilutes the high concentration ozone
at high altitudes. The interdecadal variation of the ROM ozone valley is positively correlated with
the PDO, leading by three years. The ROM ozone content is also modulated by SSTAs in the Indian
Ocean basin (IOB) by the circumglobal teleconnection (CGT). The observed regional SSTAs can exert
a significant impact on the regional and even global circulation, via which the ozone content in
midlatitudes also varies.

Keywords: total column ozone; interdecadal variations; ozone valley; solar radiation; Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO); Indian Ocean basin (IOB); South Pacific quadrupole (SPQ)

1. Introduction

Ozone is one of the most important components in the atmosphere. Ozone in the stratosphere can
absorb short-wave radiation, and thus plays a vital role in balancing stratospheric energy [1–3] and
protecting the ecosystem [4]. Animals and plants cannot live without its protections [5]. Great ozone
depletion was found over the South pole [6] and North pole [7], and it is of high value to study the
ozone holes that might destroy the ecosystem and threaten human lives [8–10].

Besides the poles, ozone depletion is also found over middle latitudes. Zhou et al. [11] discovered
the ozone valley over the Tibetan Plateau (TIP) using the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS)
satellite data from 1979 to 1991. Later studies [12–14] successively confirmed the existence of the
ozone valley over the TIP. Another ozone low center was found in the upper stratosphere over the
TIP by Guo et al. [15] in Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) II data. Subsequently,
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Guo et al. [16] confirmed the double-core structure of the ozone valley over the TIP in Aura Microwave
Limb Sounder (MLS) data. The population of the midlatitudes is denser than that of the polar regions,
so it is more meaningful to study the formation mechanism and change mechanism of ozone valleys
over middle latitudes.

The mechanism of ozone valley formation has been studied widely. Both the air column shrinkage
due to the high altitude of the plateau and the air column expansion by the large heating rate of the
plateau in the boreal summer are responsible for the formation of the ozone valley [17–19]. Zhou et
al. [11] speculated that the physicochemical processes related to convection activities in the South
Asian high contribute to the formation of the ozone valley over the TIP. Su and Wang [20] found
the movement of the South Asian high is related to atmospheric ozone changes. Using reanalysis
data and satellite data, Zhou and Chen [21] found that when the South Asian high is enhanced,
the isothermal surface of 120–30 hPa rises, corresponding to an anomalous updraft. This updraft
transports the low-ozone air upward, thereby reducing the ozone concentration. In addition, changes
in tropopause height and large-scale circulation play a key role in the ozone valley over the TIP in
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) [21–25]. Most studies tend to indicate that the
formation of the ozone valley over the TIP is more closely related to dynamic influence than chemical
influence [15,18,19,21,26–29]. However, for the ozone valley over the TIP in the upper stratosphere,
chemistry may be more important [16,30,31].

The change mechanism of the ozone valley mainly includes ozone-depleting substances produced
by human activities [32,33], volcanic activity [34,35], solar radiation [36,37], Quasi-Biennial Oscillation
(QBO) [38,39], and El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) [40,41]. The impact of QBO and ENSO on
ozone on the interannual timescale has been widely reported, but there are still fewer investigations on
the interdecadal variations of the ozone valley. Moreover, the research on the ozone valley is mainly
concentrated on the TIP with satellite data, but there may exist other ozone valleys in midlatitudes.
Given that the time period for a single set of satellite data is too short to study its interdecadal variation,
an integral dataset might be adopted. For example, varieties of ozone data from satellite instruments
are assimilated in ERA-Interim reanalysis data. Previous studies [42,43] have compared ERA-Interim
with satellite data and found that they have a very consistent change in total column ozone. The
relative standard error of them does not exceed ±5 DU (about 3%). In recent years, ERA-Interim
reanalysis ozone data have been widely used [44–46]. Therefore, we use the ERA-Interim total column
ozone data to locate the midlatitude ozone valleys in summer, to explore their interdecadal variations,
and to establish the relationship between ozone valleys and solar cycles or between oceanic variations
and ozone on the decadal timescale.

2. Data and Method

The ERA-Interim monthly mean data of total column ozone were used, and the time span was
from January 1979 to December 2017. The unit of total column ozone in ERA-Interim is kg·m−2. The
unit was converted from kg·m−2 to the standard ozone units, DU (1 DU = 2.1415 × 10−5 kg·m−2). We
mainly focused on the midlatitudes from 30–60◦ N/S in summer. Northern Hemisphere summer is
June, July, and August, while Southern Hemisphere summer is December, January, and February. From
1979 to 2017, there were 39 complete summers in the Northern Hemisphere and 38 complete summers
in the Southern Hemisphere.

The ozone valley index is defined as the area-weighted zonal deviation of the low ozone region,
respectively. We refer to the three indices as the Tibetan Plateau Index (TPI), the Rocky Mountains
Index (RMI), and the Southwest Pacific Index (SWPI). They were smoothed with an 11 year moving
slide, which is commonly used in the study of interdecadal variability [47,48], so the fluctuations with
a cycle less than or equal to 10 years were filtered out. The long-term trends of the three indices were
subtracted from the 11 year running mean data to obtain the “pure” interdecadal components,

ε(t) = x(t) − x(t). (1)
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In Equation (1), ε is the interdecadal variation, x is the ozone 11 year running mean valley index,
and x is the least squares linear trend of the long-term indexes.

We searched for the main factors that cause the interdecadal variations of the ozone valley index by
studying solar radiation and ocean variability first in this paper. For solar radiation, we used F10.7 solar
radiation daily data. It is the solar radiant flux at 10.7 cm, or 2800 MHz, in units of SFU (1 SFU = 10−22

W m−2 Hz−1). F10.7 is a good measure of general solar activity [49]. Previous research has established
a dynamic relationship between the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the stratosphere [50–53].
For the possible modulation of the ozone by the PDO on the interdecadal timescale, the monthly PDO
data provided by the Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphere and Ocean (JISAO) were used
(research.jisao.washington.edu/pdo/PDO.latest). There are still few studies on the relationship between
ocean and ozone on the interdecadal timescale. The Hadley Center Sea Ice and SST dataset (HadISST) [54]
on a 1◦ × 1◦ spatial grid was used to search for key oceanic regions for the three ozone valleys. We used
the ERA-Interim reanalysis data to diagnose the atmospheric circulation. This reanalysis dataset has a
horizontal resolution of 1.5◦ × 1.5◦ and 37 pressure levels from 1000–1 hPa.

3. Midlatitude Ozone Valleys in Summer

3.1. Zonal Asymmetry of Total Ozone

By subtracting the zonal mean, the spatial distribution of the zonal mean ozone can better highlight
the zonal asymmetry of total ozone. Figure 1a shows the zonal deviation field of midlatitude total
ozone in the Northern Hemisphere during the boreal summer. The shaded area denotes the zonal
deviation smaller than −10 DU. It can be seen that there are two main low centers for ozone in the
Northern Hemisphere, one over the TIP and the other over the Rocky Mountains (ROM). The altitude
of the TIP is 3–5 km, and the altitude of the ROM is 2–3 km. The high altitude shortens the local air
column, reducing the total ozone. The TIP is higher than the ROM, and the ozone valley is deeper and
the coverage for the former is wider than the latter. This reflects that the terrain is one of the most
important factors for the formation of the ozone valleys. Similarly, Figure 1b shows the zonal deviation
of total ozone in the Southern Hemisphere summer. There is a low ozone area in the Southwest Pacific
(SWP). Unlike the Northern Hemisphere, this low center is located over the ocean, indicating that the
main formation mechanism for this the ozone valley is different from the other two ozone valleys in
the Northern Hemisphere. Three ozone valley indices are calculated (red boxes shown in Figure 1): the
TPI is the zonal mean deviation averaged over 28–38◦ N, 79–101◦ E; the RMI is averaged over 38–50◦

N, 114–102◦ W; the SWPI is averaged over 59–51◦ S, 178–146◦ W.
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Figure 1. Long-term mean (climatology) of the midlatitude zonal deviation of the total ozone in the (a)
Northern and (b) Southern Hemisphere summer during 1979–2017 (units: DU). The three boxes mark
the ozone valleys: 28–38◦ N, 79–101◦ E; 38–50◦ N, 114–102◦ W; 59–51◦ S, 178–146◦ W.
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3.2. Interdecadal Variations of the Three Ozone Valleys

The interannual variations of TPI, RMI, and SWPI are much larger than the interdecadal component.
To thoroughly study the interdecadal component, an 11 year running average was performed for TPI,
RMI, and SWPI, so that the interannual component with a period of <10 years was filtered out. As
shown in Figure 2a–c, the black dotted curve is unfiltered data, the black solid line is the 11 year running
average of them, and the red solid line is the trend. The trend of TPI do not pass the significance
test at the 0.1 confidence level. The trend of RMI (0.18 DU/a) and SWPI (0.17 DU/a) are, respectively,
above the 0.01 and 0.05 confidence level. Since the ozone valley indices are negative, the rising trend
represents their significant weakening trend. The interdecadal variation in Figure 2d–f is the difference
between the 11 year running average and its trend. The interdecadal variation of TPI (εTPI) changes
little in the late 20th century, with a positive phase from 2000 to 2008, followed by a negative phase.
RMI’s interdecadal variation (εRMI) is similar to the SWPI’s interdecadal variation (εSWPI). They show
a positive phase from 1990 to 2005 and a negative phase in other time periods. Among the three ozone
valley indices, TPI has the slowest rise rate and the smallest interdecadal variation (σ = 0.34). The
interdecadal variation of SWPI is the largest (σ = 1.48), followed by RMI (σ = 0.66). In contrast, SWPI
might be more easily affected by the underlying ocean than the ozone valleys over continents.
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4. Possible Reasons for Interdecadal Variations of the Midlatitude Ozone Valleys

This section examines the possible relationship between the 11 year solar cycle or the ocean sea
surface temperature (SST) and the interdecadal variations of three ozone valleys. Solar radiation can
affect ozone through a photochemical reaction, whereas the interdecadal variation of the ocean SST can
dynamically affect the troposphere–stratosphere exchange and therefore the ozone.

4.1. Solar Radiation

Solar radiation generally exhibits an 11 year cycle, but the actual lifetime of each solar cycle is
different. In order to demonstrate the robustness of the moving average, we smoothed the F10.7 data
with the window of 9, 11, and 13 years, and the results were roughly the same (i.e., the correlations
between 11 year moving average and 9 and 13 year moving averages were 0.5972 and 0.5966, and they
respectively pass the 0.001 significance level). Figure 3 shows the boreal summer and austral summer
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solar radiations, as well as their 11 year running means. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the global
summer solar radiation has a declining trend. By comparing the interdecadal variations of the three
ozone valley indices (εTPI, εRMI, εSWPI) with the interdecadal variation of solar radiation (εNF10.7 in
boreal summer, εSF10.7 in austral summer), it can be seen that the phases of εRMI and εNF10.7, and of
εSWPI and εSF10.7 are similar—the negative phase in the early stage, and the positive phase in the 1990s,
followed by a negative phase. The phase of εTPI follows the solar radiation with about a two-year lag.
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Interdecadal component of (a,b). (e–g) Interdecadal component of Tibetan Plateau Index (TPI), Rocky
Mountains Index (RMI), Southwest Pacific Index (SWPI).

In order to further study the influence of the solar radiation on the interdecadal variation of the
ozone valleys in the three regions, we normalized and calculated the correlation coefficient between
εTPI, εRMI, and εNF10.7; εSWPI and εSF10.7, respectively. The correlation coefficient between normalized
εTPI and εNF10.7 is 0.407 (>α0.05 = 0.367, n = 29). The correlation coefficient between normalized εRMI

and εNF10.7 is 0.417 (>α0.05 = 0.367, n = 29). These indicate the importance of the 11-year solar cycle
for the interdecadal variation of the TIP and ROM ozone valley. Moreover, the correlation coefficient
between normalized εSWPI and εSF10.7 is even larger, 0.479 (≥α0.01 = 0.479, n = 28).

The maximum correlation between the ozone valleys and the solar cycle might appear with
several-year lags. The lead/lag correlation between the normalized three ozone valleys and solar
cycle is shown in Figure 4. The correlation coefficient between normalized εTPI and εNF10.7 reaches a
maximum (~0.812) at a lag of two years, which might indicate that more than half of the interdecadal
variability of the TIP ozone valley is explained by the solar cycle, as shown in Figure 4a. Different from
the TIP, the ROM ozone is less correlated with the solar cycle, and the maximum correlation appears
when the ozone and the solar cycle are concurrent without any lag, as shown in Figure 4b. Similarly,
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the maximum correlation between the solar cycle and SWPI also appear when they are concurrent, as
shown in Figure 4c.
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The results show that the interdecadal variation of the ozone valleys can be modulated by the
solar radiation. The positive correlation between the solar cycle and regional ozone might indicate that
the solar cycle can affect the physicochemical reactions of ozone and its product in the atmosphere [55].
During solar maximum, the tropical stratosphere is anomalously warm, which in turn increases the air
stability and weakens the tropical upwelling, favoring an increase in ozone in lower latitudes [56,57].

4.2. Pacific Decadal Oscillation

Since all the three ozone valleys are located near the Pacific Ocean, the correlation between the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and ozone was also examined. The PDO has a quasi 10 year cycle
for a dipole SST pattern between the North Pacific and subtropical Pacific, viewed as a mode of
ocean–atmosphere internal variability over the extratropical Pacific basin [52,58].

Figure 5 shows the 11 year running average and the interdecadal component of the PDO in the
Northern and Southern Hemisphere summers, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 5a,b that both
boreal and austral summer PDO shows a decreasing trend. By comparing the three ozone valley
indices (εTPI, εRMI, εSWPI) and the interdecadal variation of PDO (εNPDO in boreal summer, εSPDO in
austral summer), it can be seen that the εTPI tends to be out of phase with the εNPDO. However, the
εRMI tends to be in phase with the εNPDO, and the phase of the PDO seems to lead that of the εRMI by
several years.

To quantify the possible influence of the PDO on the interdecadal variation of the three ozone
valleys, the correlation coefficients between εTPI, εRMI, and εNPDO, and between εSWPI and εSPDO
were calculated. The correlation coefficient between normalized εTPI and εNPDO is −0.223, which
fails to pass the significance test at the 0.1 confidence level (i.e., |−0.223 | < α0.1 = 0.311, n = 29).
The correlation coefficient between normalized εRMI and εNPDO is −0.275, indicating the concurrent
relationship between the ROM total ozone and PDO is weak ( |0.275 | < α0.1 = 0.311, n = 29). The
correlation coefficient between normalized εSWPI and εSPDO is −0.569, above the 0.01 confidence level
( |−0.569 | > α0.01 = 0.479, n = 28).

From the aforementioned analysis, it can be concluded that the interdecadal variations of the
TPI and RMI might not be related to the concurrent PDO, although the SWPI has a strong concurrent
correlation with PDO. The SWP ozone valley is situated over the Pacific and global SST can be
modulated by the PDO [52]. We also tested the lead/lag correlation between the PDO and the
midlatitude ozone valleys in Figure 6. It is seen once again that the TIP ozone valley is unrelated to the
PDO at different lags, as shown in Figure 6a, but the ozone tends to be anomalously abundant over the
ROM three years after the positive phase of the PDO, as shown in Figure 6b. Previous studies [59–62]
have shown that the PDO can affect the North American climate, but its specific mechanism remains
unclear. Zhang et al. [25] argue that ENSO events can excite planetary waves by tropical convection,
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which will propagate into the middle latitudes and give rise to Pacific–North American pattern (PNA),
then affect the vertical distributions of ozone. According to Deser et al. [63], the PDO is likely not
a single physical mode but rather the sum of several phenomena. The ENSO-derived variability of
the PNA is hypothesized to be integrated and low-passed by the ocean to yield the decadal PDO
pattern [64–66]. Different from the Northern Hemisphere summer ozone valleys, the impact of the PDO
on the SWP ozone abundance is persistent with the lagged years from 0 to 4, as shown in Figure 6c.
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From the above, the impact of the solar cycle on the three hemispheric summer ozone valleys is
uniform, with the concurrent correlation between the solar flux and ozone abundance around 0.4. In
contrast, the PDO is shown to seldom impact the TIP ozone, and it mainly affects the ROM and SWP
ozone valleys.
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4.3. The Relationship between Global SST and Ozone Valleys

4.3.1. Extension to the Global SST

Although studies of the relationship between sea surface temperature and ozone on the interannual
timescale have been widely reported [67,68], the decadal SST forcing responsible for the ozone variations
are relatively seldom explored. Figure 7 shows the concurrent correlation coefficients between the
three ozone valleys and the global SST, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 7a that the correlation
between the global SST and TIP ozone is fairly weak, so this paper does not conduct in-depth analysis.
In Figure 7b, the most significant region associated with RMI is located in the tropical Indian Ocean,
and the correlation pattern largely resembles the Indian Ocean basin (IOB) mode [69]. The IOB mode is
the leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of the tropical Indian Ocean sea surface temperature
anomalies (SSTAs). However, the largest correlation for the Southern Hemisphere summer ozone
valleys is situated over the South Pacific Ocean, exhibiting a zonal quadrupole, resembling the South
Pacific quadrupole (SPQ) [70]. The SPQ is the second EOF mode of SSTAs in the extratropical South
Pacific. Therefore, we applied an EOF analysis on the tropical Indian Ocean SST in boreal summer and
the extratropical South Pacific SST in austral summer, respectively, so as to explore its relationship
with the interdecadal variations of ozone valleys in ROM and SWP.
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4.3.2. Remote Impact of IOB on RMI

Figure 8a shows the first EOF mode of the tropical Indian Ocean (40–100◦ E, 20◦ S–20◦ N) SSTAs
in boreal summer, and the variance contribution is 53.2%. The SSTAs are uniform across the basin, and
the standardized time series is defined as the IOB Index (IOBI), as shown in Figure 8b. The interdecadal
variation of IOBI (εIOBI) is the 11 year running mean of the detrended IOB Index, as shown in Figure 8c.
Comparing the timeseries of the filtered IOB and RMI indices, it is shown that the former tends to be
out of phase with the latter phases. The correlation coefficient between normalized εIOBI and εRMI is
−0.805, above the 0.01 significance level ( |−0.805 | > α0.01 = 0.471, n = 29).
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interdecadal component of (b). (d) The interdecadal component of the Rocky Mountains Index.

With observational analysis and model experiments, Yang et al. [71] concluded that that the SSTAs
associated with the IOB can generate significant circumglobal teleconnection (CGT) [72] in the Northern
Hemisphere summer midlatitude atmosphere, which has a strong influence on North American
circulation [73]. A warm IOB can increase precipitation in south Asia through the enhanced Indian
summer monsoon and induces an atmospheric heating source there. This new atmospheric heating
source generates an upper-level anomalous high over west-central Asia, exciting the downstream wave
train in the westerly waveguide, forming the CGT [71]. This pattern exhibits a zonal wavenumber
5 structure, locating across western Europe, west-central Asia, east Asia, north Pacific, and North
America. Previous studies have shown that tropopause variations have a large impact on ozone and a
lifting of tropopause height decreases total column ozone [24,74]. Descending of the tropopause height
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can cause an overall downward shift of ozone profiles and induce downward transport of ozone [18,25].
The stratospheric ozone concentration is usually greater than troposphere, thereby giving rise to total
column ozone.

To further understand the interdecadal variations of RMI and its relationship with the tropical
Indian Ocean SSTAs, interdecadal composite analysis was performed on the tropical SST and 200
hPa height in boreal summer. Three periods based on the phase of εRMI were selected: 1984–1989
(negative phase), 1990–2006 (positive phase), and 2007–2012 (negative phase), as shown in Figure 9. In
the first and third periods, the εRMI is in its negative phase; the ozone valley over the ROM is strong,
which is related to the IOB warming anomalies. Based on the 200 hPa height anomalies, there is an
anomalous high over North America, suggesting the lift of tropopause height, thus deepening the
ozone valley. It was found that the positions of four anomalous highs (black boxes) are very close to the
CGT pattern, indicating the possible role of the CGT in redistributing ozone. During the second period,
the phase of εRMI is positive, that is, the ozone valley is weak, which corresponds to a basin-wide
cooling in the tropical Indian Ocean. The CGT pattern is in its negative phase; the North American
low causes tropopause height decline and weakens the ozone valley. This indicates that the IOB can
affect the interdecadal variations of the ozone valley in the ROM through tropopause height anomalies
associated with the CGT.
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Figure 9. Interdecadal composite analysis of the tropical sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTAs)
(shadings; units: ◦C) and 200 hPa height anomalies (contours; units: gpm) in boreal summer. The
dotted region marks the SSTAs at the 90% confidence level. Black boxes denote anomalous high/low
corresponding with the circumglobal teleconnection (CGT). Three periods based on the phase of εRMI

are selected: (a) 1984–1989 (negative phase); (b) 1990–2006 (positive phase); (c) 2007–2012 (negative
phase).
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4.3.3. Local Impact of South Pacific SST on the SWPI

Following Ding et al. [70], we also performed an EOF analysis for SSTAs of the extratropical
South Pacific (20◦ S–60◦ S, 145◦ E–70◦ W) in austral summer. The second EOF mode is shown in
Figure 10a, with the variance contribution of 12.5%. Spatial distribution exhibits a quadrupole-like
structure, and the standardized time series is defined as the South Pacific quadrupole Index (SPQI)
as shown in Figure 10b. The interdecadal component of SPQI (εSPQI) is out of phase with εSWPI. The
correlation coefficient between normalized εIOBI and εSWPI is −0.737, above the 0.01 confidence level
( |−0.737 | > α0.01 = 0.479, n = 28), although the variance contribution of EOF2 to the total SST variance
is low.
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Figure 11 shows the interdecadal composite analysis on the extratropical South Pacific SSTAs
and 200 hPa height in austral summer. Three periods were selected based on the phase of εSWPI:
1985–1990 (negative phase), 1991–2004 (positive phase), and 2005–2012 (negative phase). The εSWPI is
in its negative phase during the first and third periods, corresponding to positive SSTAs near the SWPI
region. In the second period, the phase of εSWPI is positive, and the local SSTAs are anomalously low.
The composite SSTAs largely resemble the South Pacific quadrupole. In the first and third periods, there
is an anomalous high at 200 hPa in the SWPI region, lifting high-altitude tropopause and deepening
the ozone valley. During the second period, the local low center causes a high-altitude tropopause
decrease and weakens the ozone valley.

Figure 12 shows the zonal cross-section of the circulation response in the three periods. During
the first and third periods, the ozone valley over the SWP is strong, which is mainly related to the
local warm SSTAs and the upwelling response, as shown in Figure 12a,c. This updraft favors the air
exchange between ozone-poor air in the troposphere and ozone-rich air in the stratosphere. In the
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second period, the ozone valley is weak, corresponding to the local cold SSTAs and the anomalous
downwelling, as shown in Figure 12b. In contrast, the ozone valley intensity and SSTAs in the first
period are larger than those in the third period, and the corresponding vertical ascending motion
in the first period is also stronger than that in the third period. Therefore, it is speculated that the
positive SSTAs enhance the local ascending motion. Air masses with low ozone concentrations are
lifted, diluting high-concentration ozone at high altitudes, deepening the ozone valley.Atmosphere 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 17 
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Figure 12. Interdecadal composite analysis of zonal circulation in the 51–59◦ S latitude band. Filling
color represents the vertical wind speed at pressure levels (−200 × omega; units: Pa/s). Black solid lines
mark the west and east boundaries of the Southwest Pacific Index. Three periods based on the phase
of εSWPI are selected: (a) 1985–1990 (negative phase); (b) 1991–2004 (positive phase); (c) 2005–2012
(negative phase).
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5. Summary

The ERA-Interim total column ozone data were employed to study the zonally asymmetric
distribution of ozone in summer, whereby three ozone valleys were spotlighted, including the Tibetan
Plateau valley, the Rocky Mountains valley, and the Southwest Pacific valley. Although the interannual
relationship between ozone and global SST has been widely reported in the literature, the interdecadal
variations of three ozone valleys and their relationship with the solar cycle and global SST are not well
understood. The main conclusions in this study are as follows.

1. The zonal distribution of total ozone in the midlatitudes is non-uniform. Three clear low
centers were found, located over the Tibetan Plateau, Rocky Mountains, and Southwest Pacific,
respectively. The latter two are significantly weakening.

2. The interdecadal variations of three ozone valleys are significantly positively correlated with the
solar radiation, which might imply that the solar cycle has a relatively uniform impact on the
ozone abundance in the three valley regions. However, the solar cycle has a maximum impact
on the Rocky Mountains Index, and Southwest Pacific Index without any time lag, but the TIP
ozone’s response to the solar cycle gets maximized by lagging two years.

3. The interdecadal variation of the Southwest Pacific Index can also be controlled by the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation and the South Pacific quadrupole SST. Specifically, the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation has a significantly negative correlation with the Southwest Pacific Index, which
might be attributed to the impact of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation on global climate reported
in previous studies [75,76]. The interdecadal variation of the Southwest Pacific Index is also
negatively correlated with the South Pacific quadrupole SSTAs. When the Southwest Pacific Index
is in the negative phase, indicating the strong ozone valley, the local sea is anomalously warm,
corresponding to a positive South Pacific quadrupole Index; and vice versa. It is speculated that
warm SST enhances the local ascending motion. Air masses with low ozone concentrations are
lifted, diluting high-concentration ozone at high altitudes, deepening the ozone valley over the
Southwest Pacific.

4. The interdecadal variation of the Rocky Mountains Index is mainly associated with the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation and Indian Ocean basin SSTAs. The Pacific Decadal Oscillation has a
maximum impact on ROM ozone with a lag of three years. The interdecadal variation of RMI is
negatively correlated with the Indian Ocean basin Index. When the Rocky Mountains Index is
in the negative (positive) phase, most of the Indian Ocean presents a positive (negative) SSTA,
and the 200 hPa circulation shows a high (low) anomaly center over North America, increasing
(decreasing) tropopause height, thus the total column ozone reduces (rises).

We also used the raw Tibetan Plateau Index, Rocky Mountains Index, and Southwest Pacific Index
to explore the relationship between the total ozone and solar radiation or ocean SSTs, but we found
that their correlations were quite weak. The relationship between the solar radiation or ocean modes
and the total ozone on the interdecadal timescale might not be applicable to the interannual timescale.
However, factors determining the interannual variation of the ozone valleys are still not widely studied.
There are still other decadal modes in the atmosphere–ocean system, like the decadal oscillation in
the Southern Pacific [77] and Atlantic multidecadal oscillation [78]. The possible relationships and
physical mechanisms between the total ozone and those modes also deserve further study in the future.

This study only considers two influencing factors—the 11 year solar cycle and the ocean SST
modes. In addition, the projected ozone changes in the 21st century in different scenarios can also
be explored by considering different pollutants [28]. The policies about energy saving and emission
reduction all over the world have been widely recognized and put into action. The rising trend of total
ozone indicates that ozone protection has worked. The global ozone recovery and its role in climate
change are still under investigation [79].
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